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Amongst exercises of this class should be included
the dictating of answers to which the pupils are to write
down suitable questions, an exercise particularly
important in India where the vernacular and English
word order in questions differs.
Dictation, as a test of hearing•, should continue through-
out the school course. The plan may be tried of varying
the teachers who are to give it.
The Progress to Free Composition
(e] A further step towards free composition is taken
when the pupil writes down a series of answers to a
series of blackboard questions, based on the matter read.
Later he should write them down in connection, as a
continuous answer. The time for doing this depends
on the progress made in oral connected discourse, that
is, in the use of clauses, and \Grids|Jagfl$ of pQnne£ti"|e
words.	»vr\'* '~ *WA*
'' (/) Later on simple headings mar^P^^S&&Eted for
specific questions, or, as in the oral practice, single ' key
words'.
At this point it is in place to insist on a difference in
aim in teaching composition through a vernacular and in
a modern foreign language. Through the vernacular the
pupil should acquire the art of composition ; in English he is
concerned with its practice. In other words, it is in lessons
in the vernacular that he should learn how to think
effectively about a subject, and how to handle words
effectively for conveying his thoughts to others. For
this reason he must be brought to appreciate the
importance of arrangement or order, as by contrasting
examples of orderly and muddled writing. And for this,
purpose topics should be chosen from the ordinary
contents of his mind, or from ideas that he may easily
be interested in arousing there, ideas within the range of
his actual experience or ready imagination. This-
condition fulfilled, there will be no need to set before
the pupil a stereotyped set of headings, or a ready-made
framework, as is commonly done, for him to fit his ideas
into afterwards. Indeed there is harm in so doing.
For what is required of the adult is the habit of ordering
his own ideas for himself, not of confining both his ideas--

